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Exploring city social interaction ties in the big data era: Evidence based
on location-based social media data from China

Abstract:
Mountains of public expenditures have been invested on cyberspace infrastructure investments for
mapping digital business, social networking and cities with big data. Despite intense public and
policy interests, location-based social media data is largely unexplored in conventional urban
computational modeling studies due to fundamental challenges in dealing with dynamics of
unstructured texts, videos, pictures and web-based big data. This paper explores the geographical
ties of urban network patterns by using social media users‟ mobility flows at a detailed spatial
degree (the city-pair level) based on location-based social media (Weibo, a Chinese version of
Twitter) data from China. At its heart a geo-tagged computational framework is designed to
extract and integrate billions of social media users‟ space–time footprints for spatiotemporal
topology network mining analysis at different geographical scales. A real-time intercity human
mobility flow mapping matrix is developed to track spatial patterns of migration flows across
regions before and after traditional Chinese Festivals‟ periods. Our visual exploration results also
suggest the significantly heterogeneity in core-periphery urban systems in China, an issue that is
highly sensitive in the regional cohesion policy decision making.
Keywords: Big data, Social media, Urban network, China
JEL code: C55, P25
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1 Introduction

Location-based social media data is, increasingly, an important facilitator of
exploring the movement of goods and people in and between countries across the
globe. Typical examples include Twitter, Facebook, Foursquare. Twitter, in particular,
has dramatically expanded its user-network worldwide over the past few years.
International active Twitter users created approximately 500 million tweets
(individual user posts by Twitter) per day in 2013 by using more than 35 languages.
As with all social media data outputs, the fundamental value of location-based social
media (e.g. twitter and facebook) data is for sensing users‟ space–time trajectories,
and thus, makes social media data a new platform for understanding business and
social interactions in the spatial context.
Individual intercity movements (that are reflected from „geo-tagged‟ twitter data)
are seen as an important way to boost business opportunities and productivity
spillover, and inadequate social interactions are seen as an obstacle to the persistence
of urban networks. In large developing and emerging economies with massive social
media users via computers and mobile phones, real-time „geo-tagged‟ human mobility
information from social media data sources are clearly potentially large. In these
settings, cyberspaces are often built and expanded with the explicit aim of stimulating
digital socioeconomic activities and balancing regional disparities. However, despite
intense policy and public enthusiasms, there is virtually no direct evidence on
exploring the configuration of urban network patterns by using social media users‟
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mobility flows within a large developing country context.
The scarcity of empirical evidence is not surprising, given that mining
location-based social media data faces serious identification challenges. First,
location-based social media data, as a type of big data resource, are often featured by
the dynamic, massive information generated by billions of users across space
(Manyika et al., 2011). In truth, despite of the recent development of
intensive-computational geographic information system (GIS) modeling programs,
social media data with precise individual-level location information is still extremely
large to proceed by using the GIS techniques at multiple geographical scales (Wang,
2010; Wright &Wang, 2011). Furthermore, conventional GIS-based computational
methods cannot directly read the unstructured social media datasets (e.g. words,
pictures, videos). Additional big data mining methods are often needed to transform
social media data information from unstructured data formats to structured, and
ready-to-use spatial datasets. In this paper, we tackle these problems by analysing the
configuration of intercity connection patterns in China to provide new evidence to the
applications of location-based social media data in urban and regional studies.
China provides an ideal laboratory for our investigation. First, expansion of the
internet infrastructure has been rapid. Since 2006, China embarked on an ambitious
programme of civil internet infrastructure investment investing over 1500 billion
RMB (1 USD=approximately 6.5 RMB). Today, China is world‟s largest social media
market, carrying approximately 1 billion of tweets (weibo) per day in 2013. This rapid
expansion means that there are massive new location-based social media users and
3

intercity mobility flows on which we can base our data mining of the geographical
ties of urban networks. Second, China is a vast country that consists of political
subunits: provinces, prefecture cities, and counties, thus providing ample space for the
emergence of urban networks. Our units of analysis are small scale regions (prefecture
cities). Third, China has undergone a process of marketization during the past two
decades, with the substantial relaxation of labor mobility policies since the 1990s.
Millions of people in China moved across cities for leisure, business and social
interactions. By applying big data mining techniques, „geo-tagged‟ social media users‟
mobility flows between city-pairs can be measured with the explicit aim of exploiting
urban network patterns.
This research contributes to several strands of literature. First, it adds to the work
on applications of social media data resources. Despite the booming trend of social
media users in developing countries, the empirical literature has mostly focused on
the U.S. and European countries. These studies have allowed for the simulation and
modeling of distribution and dynamics of traffic flows (Steiger et al., 2014), mobile
users (Malleson and Andresen, 2014), urban population (Aubrecht et al., 2011),
LBSM users‟ social network (Ahern et al., 2007; Backstrom et al., 2010; Sun et al.,
2013) and food health (Widener and Li, 2014), as well as spatio-temporal predictions
of natural disaster progresses (e.g. earthquake, forest fire). These studies are of
interest in their own right and are important for the development of optimal public
policy. We are–for the first time in the literature–to comprehensively measure urban
network patterns at a detailed spatial degree (the city-pair level) based on
4

location-based social media data from a large developing country context.
There is a substantial literature that investigates various aspects of human
mobility behaviors. Much of it is concerned with variation in local amenities (e.g.
crimes) and population distribution within cities, an issue not directly related to our
work. Only a small a number of papers look at the social and spatial interactions of
individuals and cities (Crandall et al., 2009; Cranshaw et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2012;
Stephens, 2013; Rosler and Liebig, 2013; Stefanidis et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014;
Lovelace et al., 2014; Hollenstein and Purves, 2014). In what is probably the most
closely related paper to our own, Jiang and Miao (2014) uses location-based social
media data to examine the evolution of the rank-size distribution of cities in the
mainland US. Put differently, we look at the dynamics of inter-city connection
patterns in China, an important complementary inquiry.
Finally, our work is related to the spatial economic literature dealing with the
spillovers of agglomeration effects (Andersson et al., 2004; Rosenthal and Strange,
2008; Arzaghi and Henderson, 2008). By showing that migration flows from
periphery cities tend to cluster into large metropolitan cities, recent economic studies
suggest that external economies of agglomeration are substantial, but sharply
attenuated by geographical distance across cities. But migration flow information
from conventional census data cannot capture the real-time dynamics of human
mobility flows between city pairs. In our analytical framework, we use space–time
trajectories to track the spatial and temporal dimensions of social media users‟
activities. Our examination of changes in human mobility patterns by months by
5

city-pairs throughout China by months involves many potential stages of big data
mining analysis. We stratify cities by core-periphery urban systems, by regions and by
calendar months, finding that human mobility flows are not distributed evenly over
time and across space. Interestingly, we find larger human mobility flows around the
Chinese New Year month and the summer months. Our evidence suggests the
significantly heterogeneity patterns of core-periphery urban systems as reflected from
real-time human mobility flows.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
spatially-integrated social media data modeling framework for extracting and
aggregating location-based social media data information. In Section 3 we describe
the data for our empirical implementation. Section 4 implements the methodology
into mapping spatiotemporal patterns of migration flows of social media users in
Chinese cities. Section 5 discusses the economic geography implications of social
interactions of cities and potential channels at work. Section 6 presents the concluding
remarks.

2 Spatially-integrated social media data modeling framework

A spatially-integrated social media data modeling framework is coded in R after
a substantial modification and secondary programming based on the existing literature.
The specific model setup is detailed below.
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2.1 Defining activity trajectories of social media users

The starting point for our analysis is to use the space-time trajectories of social
media users for identifying individuals‟ footprints in a geographic space. Assume that
there is a country space which contains M cities available for individuals‟ mobility. A
set of N individuals would post their daily social activities (e.g., traveling) through a
location-based social media platform 1. We seek to use a credible measure of “space–
time trajectory "for capturing human mobility pattern. Our guiding principle in
defining the space–time trajectory has been to follow Hägerstraand (1970)‟s implicit
function used in the geographical analysis (Zheng & Zhou, 2011; Cao et al., 2015).
ui i

We define that a social media user,
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. One thing to note is that, unlike traditional

spatial trajectories of geographic objects, social media users‟ space-time trajectories
(WTi) are not likely to be sampled at regular time intervals (Zheng & Zhou, 2011; Gao
& Liu, 2013). As suggested by Andrienko et al. (2012), space-time trajectories of
social media users have the „episodic” nature. Indeed, it is possible that users may not
frequently share their mobility behaviors, and users can even choose to disable

1

To avoid personal confidential data concerns, we assume that the location-based social media data company can

protect the information about individual socioeconomic characteristics.
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location positions when posting their social activities. Conventional methods (e.g.,
interpolation and map-matching) in used spatial trajectory analysis would at best
capture the estimated footprint patterns of social media users. For simplicity of
implementation, we solve Hägerstraand (1970)‟s implicit function numerically and
write social media users‟ Wi as a function of time t, defined by space-time trajectories
WTi, i.e., a social media user ui stays at the origin location li during [t i, t i+1] until a new
activity is posted at t i+1 in a different location li+1.
In light of precision issues, we restrict our focus on social media users‟ inter-city
mobility activities, rather than intra-city mobility behaviors. Building on the sociology
literature, people are likely to share their activities if they are visiting a city that is
different from their origins or current residences. But one fundamental threat to
identification is how to identify where is a social media user‟s origin city. Existing
studies have often used to the most frequently visited city as the origin city of the
social media user, and used a spatial radius to track individuals‟ footprints (Gonzalez
et al., 2008; Cao et al., 2015). Cities that have higher visiting frequency rates are
potentially very different from those that do not. These differences may arise through
disparities in individuals‟ initial motivations. For example, it is likely that the most
frequent visited city for a businessman is his project‟s location, rather than his home
location. For a more rigorous assessment, we apply the text mining methods (Rao et
al., 2010; Burger et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013) to derive social media users‟ current
residence information. To be specific, we define a social media user‟s current
residence as his or her origin city, while other cities in space-time trajectories as
8

visited destination cities.

2.2 Dimensional mobility algorithm

Adopted from Leonardi et al. (2014), a graphical framework for data
warehousing and data cuboid, is employed in this study to represent the dimensional
mobility algorithm of social media users across cities. In the social media data cuboid,
we stratify three dimensions: First, user dimension. We apply the text mining methods
to read the individuals‟ socioeconomic information (such as gender, number of
friends). To avoid data privacy concerns, we restrict our focus onto extracting users‟
origin city information and geo-tagged footprints information from text-based
contents. Second, spatial dimension. It creates 1km2 grid cells, identifies the number
of users in each cell unit as the basic spatial cubioid scenario. We define the cubioid
(C)-based geometric measures as follows:
C(ui): the number of social media users who are residents in the origin location
O;
OutC(ui): the number of mobility visits made by the user i from the origin
location O to other destinations.
InC(ui): the number of mobility visits made by the user i from other locations
into the origin location O.
The third dimension is related to the temporal information. We break down the
temporal measurement intervals into days as our baseline temporal cuboid. Evidently,
by interacting the temporal dimension with spatial-user dimensions, we can quantify
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human mobility flow patterns between cubiod pairs over time and space.

2.3 Aggregation function
Incorporating individuals‟ space-time trajectories into the dimensional mobility
geometrics measures requires appropriate aggregation functions for efficient data
query operations (Gray et al., 1997). Assume that U is an aggregated spatiotemporal
hierarchy corresponding to a set of human mobility patterns of social media users ui
between a pair-wise cities: p1 and p2. Specifically, p1 and p2 represent the higher levels
of the hierarchy cubiods (e.g. month&city-based cubiod), aggregated by a series of
k

basic cubiod measures (e.g. day&grid unit-based cubiod):
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In addition to the mobility flows between city pairs, it would also be interesting
to know the total out-flow volume and in-flow volume of social media users for each
city. Recall that we assume that there are M cities (pm) available for individuals‟
mobility in China. By deducting the space–time trajectories that occurred within the
city boundaries of pm, we can finalize the aggregation function for measuring total
out-flow volume ( OutC
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) and in-flow volume ( InC
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While the above aggregation function is robust, this specification was
unworkable in practice as location-based social media data are extremely massive and
dynamic over time and space. To facilitate the big data processing, we adopt Leonardi
et al (2014)‟s framework for trajectory data warehousing and visual OLAP and
measure the aggregated cubiod space-time trajectories of social media users between
city pairs in our implementation.

2.4 Mapping network topology pattern

In this study, we focus on assessing the spatiotemporal patterns of intercity social
interaction connections by using social media users‟ mobility data. Hypothetical
intercity

connections

are

as

defined

individuals‟

intercity

mobility

behaviors---reflected from aggregated „geo-tagged‟ location-based social media data.
The rationale behind this is that, an intercity connection “geo-tagged” linkage will be
created if an individual‟s twitter is registered in city A but sends a tweet from city B.
This assumption is critical because it has allowed for the transformation of social
media users‟ geo-tagged records into the topology of intercity connection networks as
detailed below.
We adopt the directed star network topology approach to construct the matrix
between a social media user‟s origin city (corresponding to individuals‟ current
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residence city) and destination cities (corresponding to individuals‟ geo-tagged cities).
In line with the common practice, we calculate the origin-destination matrix using a
two-step procedure.
In the first step, we use the data mining methods to retrieve all users‟ geo-tagged
records throughout China. This involves of massive computing exercises due to the
large amount of LBSM users‟ information (around 300 billion records). A typical
example for illustrating a user‟s geo-tagged record is, {< origin city=City O>,
<City-D1, January.10>, <City-D2, Feburary.12>, <City-D3, Feburary.15>, <City-D4,
March.15>, <City-D2, April.3>, <City-D3, June.30>…}. This simple example
illustrates the trajectory of a user from the origin city (City-O) to four geo-tagged
destination cities (City-D1, City-D2, City-D3, City-D4) in six times from January to
June.
The second step reads and calculates the intensity of linkages between city pairs
within the directed star topology network. Our guiding principles include: First, the
origin city are defined as the core node in the network, whereas other geo-tagged
destination cities are defined as leaf nodes that include connections to the origin city.
Second, we characterize the direction of city-pair linkages from the core code to leaf
codes. This means that directed intercity connection flows are drawn from assigning
an outward direction from the core code to each leaf code in the topology network.
Third, we use the frequencies of geo-tagged destination cities to weight the linkages
of intercity connections in the topology network. By doing so, we can adjust the
origin-destination human mobility flows along the network to reflect the intensity of
12

intercity linkages. To identify the overall volume of migration flows, we also calculate
the accumulative migration flows out of this city and towards this city during our
study period. We then use the aggregation function outlined above to aggregate
space-time trajectories of social media users into the prefecture city level by months.
One thing to note is that, many computing runs with this computing step specification
failed due to insufficient hardware resources and successful runs were implemented
by using the super-machines installed in the Institute of Geographical Sciences and
Natural Resource Research, Chinese Academy of Science.

3 Empirical implementation

We focus on the most commonly used location-based social media data available
in China---Weibo. Weibo (literally means „microblog‟ in English), which is often seen
as the Chinese version of Twitter, is essentially a web-based social media platform.
Similar like Twitter, Weibo users can post a short text message (with a 140-character
limit) for showing subjective impressions and daily activities (Java et al. 2007). With
more than 100 million daily active users and more than 1 billion monthly active users,
Weibo (www.weibo.com) has provided us a new way to explore real-time migrant
flows between city pairs in China. We improve on the applications of Weibo data in
two ways: First, we design a sophisticated big data mining programme to search,
gather and extract billions of Weibo records from the Weibo‟s public application
programming interface (API) system. Second, Weibo provides a location-tracked
application tool (commonly known as a „geo-tagged‟ service) for identifying users‟
13

geographical locations. A geo-tagged record, therefore, includes spatial information
for studying users‟ mobility behaviors across cities. By mining and aggregating
millions of users‟ geo-tagged records, we can construct the origin-to-destination city
matrix based on the directed star topology network method.
In our work, the Weibo API was used to gather the geo-tagged records submitted
within the mainland China over the period from September 2013 to September 2014.
Our overall sample contains 30.53 billion geo-tagged records, where each record
provides a Weibo user‟s basic information (such as user-ID, origin city, gender, the
number of connected Weibo friends, and so on), messages sent by days and by
locations (geographic coordinates). Figure 2 shows the „heat map‟ of these geo-tagged
records.
We adopt the spatially-integrated social media mining framework and structure
billions of data records by (1) only keeping information about user ID, origin city and
geo-tagged destination cities; (2) joining individual trajectory records based on the
same user ID; (3) dividing each individual‟s geo-tagged records into two samples:
origin city and geo-tagged destination cities; (4) matching the precise geographic
coordinate information of tagged locations with corresponding prefecture city names;
and (5) applying the directed star topology network method to extract geo-tagged
information from our database and aggregating millions of individual‟s intercity
mobility behaviors by months by prefecture cities.
There are several important limitations underlying our implementation. First, we
focus on the network of intercity connections within the mainland China (excluding
14

HongKong, Macau, and Taiwan). Our measurement captures the aggregated city-level
human mobility flows between city pairs in one-year period. Lacking long-term
LBSM data and systemic Chinese users‟ international tweet data, we are pushed to
focus on the short-run, intra-country-variation of urban networks. But our
methodology can be easily applied into the international level when better data are
available. Second, our network data does not allow us to observe the drivers and
motivations of human mobility behaviors at the individual level. It is highly possible
that some people may visit other cities for business purposes, whereas others may
travel to different cities for family union, leisure and study purposes. This is a
so-called second-order effect that may be partly related to the cultural identity of cities.
In the empirical analyses, we are pushed to focus on the first order effect that only
considers an intercity connection as a human mobility linkage along the
origin-to-destination routes between city pairs. But one advantage for using the
human mobility linkage is that any measured changes in visiting frequencies between
city pairs over time are determined by variation in the location of cities. Despite of
potential limitations, our spatially-integrated data cuboid model allows to transform
the massive, dynamic and unstructured location-based social media data into a
structured framework for exploring spatiotemporal patterns of urban networks in a
large developing country context. This is novel.

4 Exploration of social interaction patterns in China

Seeing city and regional disparities in a large developing country through social
15

media user migration flows is new to the existing literature. The visualized flow
mapping methods have been recently applied in the literature to represent dynamics of
goods and people across space (Guo et al., 2006; Wang, 2010; Verbeek et al, 2011).
By using real-time space-time trajectories of location-based social media data, we are
able to investigate geographical implications of migration flows of social media users
across spatiotemporal scales. The model results are presented below in two ways.
First, we monitor the transition trajectories of social media users‟ migration flows and
characterize the aggregated spatiotemporal outcomes of city and regional disparities.
The second way of presentation assesses spatiotemporal patterns of pair-wise social
connection networks by different geographical scales (city pairs, province pairs and
region pairs).

Other sections will be added in March
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